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Résumé de l'article

Contexte : Les simulations préparatoires correspondent à des cas spécifiques de patients et elles sont effectuées immédiatement avant l'intervention réelle, dans le but d'améliorer la performance.

Objectif : Comment la simulation préparatoire pratiquée avant une consultation prénatale influence-t-elle la manière dont les résidents apprennent à engager une conversation difficile avec les familles?

Méthodes : Les résidents de l'unité de soins intensifs néonatals ont effectué des simulations préparatoires adaptées à la situation clinique à venir, qui ont été filmées. Ils ont par la suite effectué les consultations prénatales réelles. L'objet des consultations prénatales est de préparer les parents lorsque des complications sont anticipées, et ce avant la naissance de leur bébé. Nous avons évalué les changements au niveau de la confiance des résidents et l'autoévaluation par ces derniers de leurs compétences en communication par le biais de questionnaires. Les résidents ont participé à une entrevue, qui a fourni les données qualitatives afin d'explorer l'impact global de la simulation sur leur apprentissage et leur performance.

Résultats : Treize résidents ont participé à l'étude. La simulation préparatoire a rehaussé leur confiance en eux, car elle les a aidés à adopter une approche plus organisée du contenu médical et de meilleures techniques de communication, permettant de passer d'une approche par « cases à cocher » à une approche basée sur l'établissement d'un lien avec les parents et à la manifestation d'empathie.

Conclusions : Bien que la simulation préparatoire n'ait pas préparé les résidents aux réactions inattendues des parents, la confiance accrue des stagiaires en leur capacité à organiser le contenu médical et en leurs techniques de communication a laissé place à la réflexion dans l'action et aux approches compatissantes.
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Abstract

Background: Rehearsal simulations are patient-specific case-matched tasks performed immediately prior to the actual task, with the objective of improving performance.

Objective: How does rehearsal simulation for antenatal consults impact how residents learn to engage in difficult conversations with families?

Study Design: Residents in the NICU performed case-matched video recorded rehearsal simulations, followed by actual antenatal consults. The purpose of antenatal consults is to prepare parents expecting a complication with their baby before birth. Questionnaires assessed changes in resident confidence and self-assessment of communication skills. Residents were interviewed for qualitative data to explore the overall impact of rehearsal simulation on their learning and performance.

Results: Thirteen residents participated. Rehearsal simulation improved confidence with a more organized approach of medical content and better communication techniques, allowing for a shift of focus from a checklist approach to building rapport and displaying empathy.

Conclusions: While rehearsal simulation did not prepare residents for unexpected parent responses, trainees’ increased confidence with medical content organization and communication techniques created space for reflection-in-action and compassionate approaches.
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Introduction

Whether it is breaking bad news about a sick infant, or preparing for extreme prematurity, residents often feel challenged by difficult conversations with parents in the newborn intensive care unit (NICU). Anxiety with inexperience, limited practical communication techniques, and high intensity situations are often contributing factors. Trainees tend to fall back on protocols and checklists, which, though well-intentioned, can hinder compassionate communication.

There are many examples of using simulation training for teaching communication skills. However, simulation training is often limited by high time and resource requirements, a lack of realism, and limited relevant and transferrable knowledge or skills into actual clinical practice, which also decay with time. This had led to the development of different types of simulations designed to overcome some of the limitations of previous simulations. For example, warm-up simulations, akin to an athlete stretching before a race, are exercises performed immediately prior to an actual task, but are neither patient nor skill specific. Warm-up exercises using simulations of generic laparoscopic tasks such as virtually placing a ring on a peg were promising for improving surgical performance; even a generic balance video game on mobile phones was associated with better laparoscopic surgery skills. Other studies have used warm-up exercises that match the actual task, such as simulations for fibre optic intubation in the anesthesia literature, or a virtual reality simulation of a laparoscopic colectomy.

Similar to how educators need to rehearse a simulation scenario to ensure it runs smoothly, learners can rehearse complex tasks to improve performance. Rehearsal simulation is also performed immediately prior to an actual task and is both task and patient matched. For example, surgeons who participated in rehearsal simulation based on patient specific imaging data to map carotid artery branches performed better during the actual carotid artery stenting. Since rehearsal simulations are performed immediately prior to the actual task, this limits decay of knowledge or skills over time, and being in situ, there is the benefit of being familiar with the actual clinical environment and space, which adds realism. Congruent with principles of learning sciences, where effective feedback and practice improve performance, it follows that rehearsal simulation of a complex task with immediate feedback before the actual task should improve performance of the actual task. Surgeons simply mentally rehearsing an impending surgery, without performing any physical simulation, also benefited from improved skills, decreased stress for the actual surgical task, and improved communication with their team.

If rehearsal simulation is effective for procedural skills and team communication, can it be applied to patient and family communication skills? The objective of our study was to explore how rehearsal simulations for antenatal consults affect how residents learn to engage in difficult conversations with families in the NICU. This initial study was a feasibility study that focused on the trainee experience with rehearsal simulation, with the possibility of more objective measures of the impact of rehearsal simulation on communication and empathy in future studies.

Methods

We conducted this study in the NICU context, where difficult conversations with families occur frequently. Using convenience sampling, all pediatric, obstetrical, and junior neonatal-perinatal medicine sub-specialty residents completing an NICU rotation at one Canadian academic institution were invited to participate, all of whom would be considered relatively novice to antenatal consults. Antenatal consults are usually requested of the Neonatology team from the Obstetrical team before delivery for families expecting complications with their baby. For example, the team may be asked to counsel regarding a congenital anomaly identified or discuss goals of care with a family expecting an extremely premature infant at the limits of viability. The study protocol is outlined in Figure 1. Once a requested antenatal consult was identified and participant consent was obtained, the patient chart was reviewed for relevant medical and social history, as per standard clinical practice. Participants completed the Pre-Simulation written questionnaire for a self-assessment of communication skills and level of confidence entering the consult. The questionnaire was developed for this study and aimed to explore how rehearsal simulation can impact the trainee’s self-perception. The questionnaire consisted of Likert scales that described the trainee’s self-assessment of preparedness, communication skills, rapport building skills, confidence, and anxiety.
A research team member, who was a senior sub-specialty resident or nurse practitioner in the NICU who would normally supervise residents to perform such antenatal consults, then conducted a video recorded rehearsal simulation with the resident based on the details of the anticipated antenatal consult. If the consult involved a teenage mother with threatened preterm labour at 26 weeks gestation, for example, the rehearsal simulation would match these details as much as possible, with a research team member role-playing the character of the mother. While some actual antenatal consults involved partners and family members of the pregnant woman, for logistical convenience, all rehearsal simulations only involved a simulated mother. The entire consultation was rehearsed during the simulation, which usually lasted 15-20 minutes. The resident and research team member then debriefed using the recorded video, discussing constructive feedback and self-assessment, which took another 15-20 minutes.

Immediately after the video debrief, the residents then conducted the actual antenatal consult with parents, under direct observation by the same research team member. Residents only performed consults at the level of complexity that they would normally be expected to complete. For example, high stakes decision making consults for peri-viability would not be performed by junior residents. Once the actual consult was complete, the Post-Simulation questionnaire, which was identical to the Pre-Simulation questionnaire, was completed by the resident. These steps in the study protocol are similar to the essential elements for cognitive rehearsal for stressful encounters as described by Clark et al., where there is pre-briefing through the chart review, identifying potential challenges, deliberate practice through the rehearsal simulation, and debriefing; all prior to the actual consult.  

A final wrap-up in-person interview between the research team member and resident explored the experience of the rehearsal simulation, how it affected the actual antenatal consult with parents, and how it contributed to learning. The answers to the post-simulation questionnaire were used as a starting point, exploring how the experience may have changed the trainee’s perception of preparedness, confidence, anxiety. This final wrap-up interview lasted 20-30 minutes, was audio-recorded and transcribed, and field notes were made. Of note, only the wrap-up interview data were retained, transcribed, and coded. The video-recorded rehearsal simulations and debriefing sessions were not retained or analyzed. All data were collected over the course of one year.

Data analysis of the Pre and Post-simulation questionnaires looked for trends of changes in self-assessment of communication skills and level of confidence. Due to small numbers, we were not focused on a statistically significant quantitative result but looked at any changes in self-assessments and used the questionnaire responses to stimulate discussion during the interview. For example, if residents reported an improvement in skills, we explored how they felt the rehearsal simulation could have contributed to this improvement. Qualitative data from wrap-up interviews were analyzed thematically for how the rehearsal simulation experience impacted residents’ learning and actual consult performance, using a constant comparison approach, where initial findings shaped questions explored at subsequent interviews.  

Data analysis started with initial coding to identify preliminary codes, then developed focused codes by grouping recurrent initial codes into themes. The coding of the transcripts was completed initially by the primary investigator (AC). Coding that required further depth and clarification was discussed amongst the research team until consensus was met. The team debriefed at each stage of the analytical process to ensure rigor, credibility, originality, resonance and usefulness of the data generated. We ceased data collection when data analysis reached thematic sufficiency; that is, although we recognized that we might learn new information by
interviewing additional participants, we determined that the data collected were sufficient to inform our research question. All research procedures were approved by the Health Sciences Research Ethics Board of the University of Western Ontario.

Results

Fourteen residents were invited and consented to participate in the study. One resident did not actually undergo rehearsal simulation due to unexpected time constraints. Data for 13 residents doing 13 rehearsal simulations and antenatal consults were collected. Ten residents were in their 1st year, two were in 2nd year, and one was in 3rd year of training. The rehearsal simulation and video debrief added approximately 30-40 minutes to the typical time required to complete the actual consult. During the wrap-up interview, rehearsal simulation was reported to be worthwhile, and a positive experience overall by all residents, and would be recommended to other residents. However, one participant commented on the emotional toil of rehearsal simulation in addition to the extra time required: “It’s an exhaustive process, emotionally draining to have a difficult conversation twice.” (Participant 10).

The Pre-Simulation questionnaire indicated that most residents were initially positive about their skills: they felt somewhat prepared, reported good skills in communication and building relationships, were somewhat confident and yet still anxious. In the Post-Simulation Questionnaire, most reported that they had improved in those same areas. Residents who had reported initial higher levels of confidence and skill still perceived improvement after the rehearsal simulation. When we explored reasons for why there was this perceived improvement, participants described that the video recorded rehearsal simulation was helpful for learning medical content and its organization and gave them insight about specific communication techniques. With both of these learning points fresh in their minds, they then described a shift of focus from a checklist approach to a relational and rapport building approach with actual families. We will describe each of these findings. When asked how trainees usually prepared for antenatal consults, most had a checklist of information they reviewed and memorized. In the context of antenatal consults, “I would review the gestational age, and the statistics associated with outcome for that age so that I could answer the parents’ questions. I would also go over the most likely problems that would occur at that gestational age so I could prepare parents.” (Participant 11). Despite already reviewing this checklist in preparation, actually performing the rehearsal simulation allowed residents to practice delivering that content in an organized approach: “Prior to the rehearsal simulation, we had already discussed the medical facts, so I felt somewhat ready. But it improved after the simulation because the debriefing helped me improve how I structure my conversation. I felt more prepared.” (Participant 2). Participants described the rehearsal simulation and debriefing session being helpful for “organizing” and “streamlining” the content, leading to “better flow” of the conversation. This included decisions about what content to discuss first: “The simulation helped me be more organized, stepwise, addressing the big elephants in the room first (mortality and morbidity), getting them out of the way.” (Participant 11). This improved organization and prioritizing medical content then led to decreased anxiety going into the actual conversation with parents; “Simulation helped me arrange my thoughts, planning my points, to stress the important points, starting with the introduction. I was more confident after, clearer ideas now. I’m less anxious.” (Participant 9). Rehearsal simulation, therefore, served not only as a review of the checklist of content, but helped residents plan an organized approach to deliver that content, which led to increased confidence.

Residents also reported that rehearsal simulation offered them insight about their communication techniques. Akin to athletes watching their own performance with the aim to improve each movement, residents found the video debriefing portion of the rehearsal simulation most helpful. While most were aware of what constitutes as good general communication skills, watching themselves perform those skills on video helped them see what parents see. Participants often felt awkward seeing themselves on a screen initially, but later realized its usefulness:

“The video made me more aware of my mannerisms with parents. I was a lot less anxious seeing the video and being happy with the results...it was a bit awkward to watch the video, but it is helpful to see your body language and expressions, in case there is something you want to change if you’re coming across differently than you thought.” (Participant 12).

While this resident was reassured in watching her own performance, other residents realized through the video
that they were not happy with what they saw and needed to improve how they communicate:

“The rehearsal simulation helps you see yourself, like a mirror. I realized my communication needed improvement, I wasn’t at par. I had low or average skills. Simulation was helpful to correct some of those skills, to make yourself more aware right before the actual consult, because you know you’re about to do the actual consult!” (Participant 4).

By looking into this “mirror”, residents were able to identify specific communication techniques they learned, such as “better phrasing that was more clear (sic), so I communicated to mom with more clarity” (Participant 11) and using simpler lay language to explain nuanced information to parents; “…to practice how to word things, especially difficult pieces of information, such as chances of survival, and discussing possible things that could go wrong…using less medical words and better phrasing.” (Participant 12). The video offered opportunities for self-awareness of these communication techniques, which were “fresh on my mind,” and allowed residents to enact these learning points in the imminent actual conversation with the family: “The video helped me be more self-aware of my skills…I realized I didn’t sound confident, so I improved that during the actual consult.” (Participant 6).

Whether it was reassurance that they were communicating well, or realization of shortfalls in their skills, the rehearsal simulation helped residents learn specific communication techniques.

Having just rehearsed the medical content and its organization, along with new insights on how to improve communication techniques, participants described the ability to then shift their focus from their initial checklist to building rapport with the family: “Knowing the medical facts, I was able to focus more on the relationship with mom, I was more relaxed and more empathetic.” (Participant 6). This ability to feel more “relaxed” in the conversation often stemmed from increased confidence; “I just had a checklist at first, but I learned to be more personable…my confidence improved…I built better rapport in the actual conversation than in the simulation.” (Participant 3). This shift from a more technical to relational approach was the reason most residents felt they performed better in the actual consult.

This relational approach is required because interpersonal challenges and intense parent emotions cannot be predicted, and therefore, could not be case matched and specifically rehearsed; “Simulation can’t address how parents will react; you could have different responses. Simulation may be more straightforward than the actual parents. Anxiety is improved but will always be there because of unexpected parent responses.” (Participant 8). Another participant described difficult conversations as “volatile” because of all the unanticipated responses and questions that could arise. In addition to emotional responses, other unplanned events could not be predicted in rehearsal simulation; “I felt worse in the actual consult than the simulation. I didn’t follow the structure I had planned because of all the unexpected patient questions and nursing interruptions.” (Participant 2). Trainees recognized that they “still need to adapt to the actual situation. However, the simulation helps you learn to adapt.” (Participant 3).

Discussion

While the literature is supportive of rehearsal simulations for technical or surgical tasks, its impact on non-technical tasks, such as communicating with patients and families, has not been well described. Mental imagery practice, defined as “symbolic rehearsal of an activity in the absence of any gross-muscular movements”, to rehearse a cognitive task has been reported to be limited in its effectiveness.\(^{22}\) For example, mental imagery practice to rehearse for crisis management and resuscitation in anesthesia did not yield objective improvements in performance, especially in the novice.\(^{28,29}\)

While difficult conversations with families does not involve any procedural or hands-on skills in a traditional sense, it does involve components that are routine and recurrent, as well as aspects that require reflective, nuanced decision making. Routine and recurrent components can be learned through a checklist, algorithm, or guideline. This would include medical content knowledge, mapping the agenda or organization of the consult, generic communication techniques such as asking parents if they have questions or ensuring confidentiality, and specific communication techniques, such as word phrasing of sensitive topics and limiting medical jargon.\(^{31}\) Reflective and nuanced decision-making aspects include navigating unexpected responses and questions from parents, dealing with uncertainty and intense emotions, changing one’s communication style, word choices, or enactment of compassion and empathy to match different parents’ needs. These aspects cannot be learned through reading only and require more active learning activities. These reflective and nuanced decision-
making skills are needed to astutely ask how the conversation is currently going to make decisions about how to proceed in real time, resonating with reflection-in-action, or “thinking on your feet.”

Our study suggests that rehearsal simulation can be useful for preparing trainees for the routine and recurrent aspects of difficult conversations, and may be facilitative towards allowing for reflection-in-action. The benefits of a medical case matched simulation was not extended to match the unexpected questions and emotional reactions parents may exhibit, which have been identified by residents as what causes anxiety. While the participant comment regarding the emotional toil may infer there was realism of the rehearsal simulation, the emotional strain needs to be considered. Despite these limitations, our participants suggested that increased confidence in the routine and recurrent aspects allowed for greater focus on their relationship with the family.

While parents desire for health care providers to be more willing to abandon their agenda to be more “human”, compassionate, and respectful, trainees can be unwilling to let go of their checklist approach when uncertain about medical content details. Rehearsal simulation may be helpful as a source of just-in-time information, defined as information needed for recurrent aspects of a task, in this case, the medical content and its organization and communication techniques. When reviewed immediately prior to the actual consult, there is less decay of learning. This enabled trainees in our study to feel confident enough about these routine aspects to be able to focus on the reflective aspects of building rapport with families, navigating emotions and questions, deviating from the checklist when appropriate. Just-in-time information, such as specific word phrasing choices, explaining medical jargon, general techniques to express empathy, were reported by our participants to contribute to improved confidence in the actual consult. Practicing out loud and hearing oneself speak, rather than just reviewing medical information mentally, helped organize and prioritize that information, which decreased anxiety. Improving these skills can have an indirect impact on creating the space required for reflective skills and nuanced decision making.

Future studies can explore the efficacy of various elements of rehearsal simulations objectively using standardized empathy and communication assessment tools and parental feedback, and can be expanded beyond the NICU context. Using standardized patients trained in displaying realistic emotional reactions instead of NICU colleagues known to the trainee would add realism to the simulation, which was a limitation in our study. Given the added time burden, it would not be feasible to routinely implement rehearsal simulations for all trainees and all antenatal consults, but it can be used selectively for more junior trainees. Instead of creating a blueprint to cover every possible challenge that could arise in difficult conversations, we need to teach trainees to practice reflection-in-action that will help them to navigate successfully each unique challenging situation and respond to worried parents with compassion.

Conclusions

Rehearsal simulation for antenatal consults provided to residents just-in-time information about medical content, its organization, and communication techniques. This led to increased confidence and decreased anxiety during NICU consults with parents, which created space for reflection-in-action, thus fostering an empathetic and compassionate approach in difficult conversations.
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